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FireSwarm: an Introduction
FireSwarm is a multi-master replication system for clustering databases running under
the Avalerion builds of Firebird 3 and higher on Windows. The cluster architecture is
"share-nothing", an environment in which copies of a database are distributed across
multiple Avalerion host machines, each using its own resources, to provide scalability and
high availability.
A cluster consists of two or more Avalerion servers, usually running on separate physical
systems. Each member of the cluster is referred to as a "node". A node comprises an
Avalerion server running with its CDC module and an instance of the FireSwarm
distribution agent to handle replication traffic to and from other nodes.
The "share-nothing" architecture is what its name implies: nodes share neither physical
resources (memory, storage) nor data dependencies.

Interconnection
Cluster nodes exchange data in a user-defined order which is set in configuration files.
To provide for fallback if a node should fail, each node should be provided with at least
two routes to each other node.
See also the Security topic below.

Replication and Distribution
The CDC (Changed Data Capture) module runs as a standard plug-in to Avalerion. Its
purpose is to catch changes to data in the local database and signal them to the
distribution agent for propagating to the other nodes in the cluster. The distribution
agent is responsible also for receiving changes arriving from the agents on the other
nodes and forwarding them to the CDC module.
All tables are replicated with no need for human intervention to set up schemas for
inclusion or exclusion. System tables and temporary tables are not replicated.

Fallback Provision
If a system has a minor problem with a database, it may be corrected without human
intervention, if possible. The distribution agent will try to assess the cause of an error.
The Agent writes logs and will try to correct errors that it identifies as solvable without
human help. If a database does not exist on a node or it has been deleted because of a
fatal error, it will be copied automatically from a neighboring node. Of course, software
cannot correct a hardware fault.

Security
FireSwarm does not introduce any additional security over and above Firebird's server
security and that of your LAN or WAN infrastructure. Effectively, if you do not lock the
cluster in an isolated network, such as a VPN, then anyone with a valid license can create
a new node, get at a database and mess with data.
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1: Effects on Database Design
To work in a cluster, a database needs to follow some specific rules that ensure safe
partitioning of data that are going to be replicated across multiple database servers.

Primary Keys that are Globally Unique
Every table that is going to be replicated must have a primary key and it must be globally
unique. Some common methods for achieving global uniqueness are as follows:

Generated sequences with specific range distribution for each node
Each node can use a locally-generated sequence that has a predetermined RESTART
value. The gaps between the RESTART values for each node must be sufficient to ensure
that overlapping will never occur. For example, if a range of one million is sufficient for a
certain table's expected growth, then allocate RESTART values of 0, 1000000, 2000000
and so on to that generator on successive nodes.

Compound key including node number and a local sequence value
Instead of range distribution, use a locally-generated sequence compounded with a
separate SMALLINT column representing the unique ID of the node.

Stochastic values (GUID, UUID)
Stochastic values, such as GUID or UUID, provide performance and other advantages,
especially when keys are to be provided from the client. If a sequential UUID generator is
available, its use is recommended.

No UNIQUE Constraints
UNIQUE constraints are not compatible with multi-master replication and should not be
used. The Firebird engine cannot prevent the insertion of the same value on different
nodes but duplication across node boundaries will cause a replication error for which the
Agent has no solution.

No Pessimistic Locking
For similar reasons, pessimistic locking will not work.

Avoid Changes to Table Metadata
Do not plan any CREATE, ALTER or DROP operations to tables or table-level triggers on
any databases in the cluster. Even though Firebird will allow such operations, neither the
Firebird engine nor FireSwarm currently has a mechanism to synchronize data structure
changes across node boundaries. It is possible to do it without needing to destroy all the
nodes, but it is not going to be quick or simple. For more information, refer to the Other
Notes section at the end of this document.

Distribution Agent Should be Database Owner and NOT SYSDBA!
When preparing the "base" database for the cluster, keep in mind that the Agent needs to
have Owner privileges to do its stuff. It is strongly recommended that
· each node has a user of the same name, e.g., SWARMAGENT (but it can be any
identifier you prefer)
· you start with a "base" database that is restored with gbak by that user
· you do not use any database that has SYSDBA as owner

1: Effects on Database Design
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IMPORTANT
Nothing prevents you from using a SYSDBA-owned database. It is just a very bad practice
to do so.

Other Caveats
Database logic must be modelled (or remodelled) to anticipate repeated application of
the same operation without breaking data integrity. In particular, operations that store
aggregated totals or that log transaction activity must be reviewed carefully to ensure
they are safe across node boundaries.
The results of transactions from one node are likely to be applied on other nodes in the
same order as on the originator. However, there is no guarantee that the chronological
sequence of work from different nodes is going to be preserved.
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2: The CDC Module
The CDC (Changed Data Capture) module runs as a standard plug-in to Avalerion. Its
purpose is to catch changes to data in the local database and signal them to the
distribution agent for propagating to the other nodes in the cluster.

Configuring the CDC Plug-in Module
The configuration file for the CDC plug-in module, fireswarm_cdc.conf, is located by
default in the plugins subdirectory of the server installation and conforms with the
standard syntax for configuration files in Firebird.
Parameter Name

Description

CaptureMode

Can be set to one of the following values:
· synchronous—captured data are sent to the agent at
the configured AgentAddress using TCP/IP.
· asynchronous—captured data are stored in files in the
configured OutputDirectory.
· mixed—if possible, captured data are sent to the
agent or, if that fails, they are stored in files in the
configured OutputDirectory.
Synchronous capture mode provides the maximum capture
reliability. Asynchronous performs faster. Mixed mode mixes
the worst of both but database operations are not stopped by
problems with the agent.
In mixed mode, the order of transactions is not preserved.

OutputDirectory

Folder into which captured transaction data will be written. One
file will be created for each transaction.
If the value of OutputDirectory does not match the value of the
parameter InboundDir in the Agent configuration file, care must
be taken to ensure that any externally implemented transfer of
".fbl" files between them is atomic in the sense that partially
transferred files cannot be discovered or read.

AgentAddress

IP address or name of host where the agent is run. The format
is <name>[:port].

3: The Distribution Agent
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3: The Distribution Agent
The FireSwarm Distribution Agent reads settings from a configuration file.

About the Configuration File
The name of the default configuraton file is ibprda.conf. The Agent searches for the file
in a location relative to the folder %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\ibprda\. If it does not find it
there, it searches in the location relative to the folder of executable. As a last resort, it
will look in the current folder.
NOTE
The actual location pointed to by %ALLUSERSPROFILE% varies according to Windows
version, edition and locale. In the English-language editions of Windows 10 and Windows
8.1, it usually refers to C:\ProgramData. You can discover the location as follows:
• Open a Windows Explorer window (keyboard shortcut Windows logo key + E).
• Type %ALLUSERSPROFILE% in the address bar and press Enter.
The actual folder referred to by the variable will open.

Command-line switches can be used to provide a different file name and/or path for the
configuration file.

Structure
The file structure matches Windows INI-files, using the syntax name=value for
parameters. For convenience, the file is separated into the following sections:
· setup
· log
· storage
· apply
· network

Encoding
Encoding of the file can be ANSI or UTF-8. The BOM mark must be present if UTF
encoding is used.

Contents
Comments are prefixed with a semicolon. Do not use any semicolons in the other items.
Parameter names are case-insensitive.
Parameter values related to file sizes are in megabytes unless the description instructs
otherwise. The values can include explicit size suffixes "M", "G" and "T" for megabytes,
gigabytes and terabytes respectively. Both upper and lower case characters are valid for
these suffixes.
Parameter values related to time are in hours, by default. Suffixes "D" and "W" can be
used to express time values in days and weeks, respectively.

Setting Up the Distribution Agent
Configuring a node in a FireSwarm cluster involves settings in two files:
· The default configuration file for the FireSwarm Distribution Agent is ibprda.conf.
Review the parent topic for the file description and default location.
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· The configuration file for the CDC plug-in, named fireswarm_cdc.conf, is
described in section 2.

Configuring the Distribution Agent
General Parameters (setup section)
Parameter Name

Description

NodeNumber

The main parameter, defining the number of the node. It can be
set only once and must never change. Allowed range is from 1
to 255. It cannot match the number of any other node within
the same cluster, whether past, current or future.

LicenseKey

License key. A node cannot work without it. It must not match
the license of any other working node.

Log file Parameters (log section)
Parameter Name

Description

LogFileName

File name for writing the log to. Default value is %
ALLUSERSPROFILE%\ibprda\ibprda.log

LogFileSize

Maximum size of the log file. If this value is less or equal to
zero, no limit is applied. This parameter must be set to zero if
log output is configured to use a pipe or a socket. Default value
is one megabyte.

LogSeverity

Detail level of the log. May take values as follows:
-1 Log is disabled completely
0 Critical errors
1 Errors
2 Warnings
3 General messages (default)
4 Detailed log
5 Debug level

A log file is written only if the Agent is working as a service. When the Agent runs as an
application, all messages are written to stdout.
The log uses a tab-separated values format, for easy import into a spreadsheet for
analysis. Timestamps are written in UTC.
When the log file has reached the maximum size, it is renamed to "*.old" and following
writes use a new file with the same name. If an ".old"-file exists already, it is removed.

3: The Distribution Agent
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Parameters related to data storage (storage section)
Parameter Name

Description

InboundDir

Directory from which files created by the CDC plug-in are read.

StorageDir

Directory in which transaction data gathered from all nodes are
stored.
A separate subdirectory is created in the storage directory for
each node in the cluster. If at least one transaction has been
captured for a node, this subdirectory contains at least one ".
storage" file and its corresponding ".index" file.

TempDir

Directory for temporary files.

StorageFileLimit

Limit for size of a transaction storage file. It is not a hard limit:
the actual size of files can be bigger or smaller, depending on
the size of transactions and retrieval order.
A higher limit means fewer files and more efficient storage. A
lower limit means faster turnaround of files.

StorageKeepTime

Minimum time for retaining transaction data in the storage.
Default is 2W (two weeks). If this parameter is zero, a
transaction can be removed from the storage as soon as it has
been applied to the local database. If this parameter is less than
zero, no automatic cleanup is performed. In that case, data can
be removed manually while the Agent is stopped.
Bear in mind, though, that storage must contain at least one
(the newest) storage file.
If any nodes in the cluster are unstable, the Storage Keep Time
on the nearest peers must be longer than the potential
maximum time that the unstable node might be absent. If that
is not the case, then it will not be possible to bring the
returning node up to date and it will have to be destroyed.

The inbound and temporary directories are I/O intensive; the storage directory is not.
Temporary files do not need enduring storage. However, since they are cached in RAM as
much as possible, there is no point in locating them on a RAM drive created from the
system memory.
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Parameters related to the database connection (apply section)
Parameter Name

Description

ConnectionPrefix

First part of connection string.

DatabaseName

Database name including path.
This parameter can be omitted, in which case the node will
work only as a relay propagating transaction data among its
peers.

UserName

User name which will be used for all database operations
including creation and dropping as needed. This user must be
the database owner.
It can be empty if the authentication method in use does not
need it; for example, trusted authentication with appropriately
elevated privileges such as an administrator mapped to the
database owner profile.

Password

Password for the user identified by UserName.

The full connection string will be constructed as a simple concatenation of
ConnectionPrefix || DatabaseName.
Attachment to a Firebird service will concatenate ConnectionPrefix with the string
'service_mgr'.
IMPORTANT!
Because the user name and password are configured here in plain text, access to the
configuration file must be restricted to operating system users with the appropriate level
of controlled access.

Network-related parameters (network section)
Parameter Name

Description

ListenAddress

IP address for incoming connections.

Port

Port number for incoming connections. Default is 7130.

PeerList

Comma-separated list of peer nodes in the form <host>[:
<port>] to which this node will attempt to connect. Because
peers are polled sequentially, it is advisable to to place the
nearest and the most reliable peer at the top of the list.
If there are several IP addresses for a peer's host name, the
Agent will try them one-by-one.
If port number is omitted from a PeerList node, the Agent will
use the port set in the Port parameter.

NOTE: Cross-linking of two nodes is mostly pointless: there is no need to configure node
A in the peerlist of node B if node B is in the peerlist of node A.

4: Command Shell Parameters
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4: Command Shell Parameters
Executable ibprda.exe
The Distribution Agent executable ibprda.exe can be run from a command shell for a
number of purposes, including troubleshooting.
Parameters that are single characters are prefixed with a hyphen "-" and can be merged.
Parameters with longer names are prefixed with a pair of hyphens "--" or a forward slash
"/".
Parameter Name

Purpose

-a

Run as an application. In this mode the Agent is run as a
console application and writes log records to the shell
console (stdout). It is not suitable for production use but
can be handy for troubleshooting.
Without the "-a" parameter the Agent runs ibprda.exe as
a service, installing it if necessary (and possible).

-h, -?, --help or /help

Display the list of available parameters.

--install or /install

Install the service but do not run it. If you are deploying
ibprda.conf with a different file name and/or location,
include the /config parameter as well.

--uninstall or /uninstall

Remove the service.

--check-config or /
check-config

Check the configuration file and display errors if any.

--config file-name or /
config file-name

Use the configuration file named by the file-name
argument. If the file's location is different from the default,
include the full path.
Use with "/install" if the service is to use the renamed/
relocated file; use with -a if running ibprda.exe as an
application.

--version

Display the version number of the Agent

Example
ibprda -a --config slave.conf --check-config
The Agent will terminate on completion when run with the parameters "help", "checkconfig", "version", "install" or "uninstall".
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5: Troubleshooting
FireSwarm was designed to work without human intervention as far as possible. Minor
problems are intended to be solved automatically.
When automatic error handling is not enough, the Agent writes information about the
situation into a log file and stops. If you find the Agent stopped, the first thing to do is to
inspect the log file to find what caused the error and eliminate it before trying to restart
the Agent. Operating system tools can be used for faster detection of a stopped Agent.
NOTE
If you think of some problem that could be solved automatically, please don't hesitate to
share your ideas with the developers.

What if the database is completely broken?
A database that is broken beyond repair must be dropped to let the Agent receive a fresh
copy from a neighbor.
Do not attempt to restore it from a backup, especially from a backup made at another
node.

Software cannot solve hardware problems.
If a failed HDD has affected the Agent's transaction storage, damaged files can be
removed unless they belong to the current node. Usually the Agent will perform this kind
of internal maintenance in the course of its consistency checks on storage files.
If the current node's storage has been affected, the safest way to handle it is to destroy
the current node completely and create a new one.
REMINDER
A node is identified by its number and no number can be reused.

6: Other Notes
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6: Other Notes
Ancillary Objects
FireSwarm-Created Objects
FireSwarm will create and maintain some ancillary objects for its own internal use that
humans should never attempt to modify. Currently, there is just one such object.
Table ibpr$applied
Stores the last applied transaction numbers from all other nodes in the cluster.

User-Created Objects
Procedure ibpr$switchnode(integer, integer)
The database developer can write a stored procedure to do everything that is needed to
adapt the database to a new node. It should be defined as ibpr$switchnode(integer,
integer). The parameters of the procedure should be the old and new node numbers,
respectively.
If the database contains this stored procedure, it will behave like an AFTER COPY trigger
and be called automatically after the database is copied from one node to another.

Metadata Changes
At this point, the effects of metadata changes in the cluster are largely an uncharted
area. If you do decide to venture there in your testing, the developers will be very
interested to receive reports of your observations.
If you are going to tinker with the database or metadata, you must stop the Agent first
or, at least, make the database unavailable to the Agent. The whole cluster need not be
stopped: each individual node can be updated separately.
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